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A Young Woman Fights to Escape Abusive Cult
“The deeper the darkness, the brighter God’s light can shine—
as Melanie Dobson so ably proves in The Black Cloister. A stunning book.”
Shelley Bates, author of the Elect Trilogy
(June 2008)—In an old German abbey, a young woman named Sara is trapped in an abusive
religious cult and doesn’t know how to break free. At the same time, another young woman
named Elise is traveling across Germany to search for answers about her mother’s death. When
Elise tracks her mother’s past to the abbey’s locked gates, she uncovers the dark secret that
once ensnared her mother and fights for a way out of the darkness before the same man that
destroyed her mother, destroys her and Sara as well.
In her latest novel, The Black Cloister (Kregel Publications), Melanie Dobson portrays the
manipulation of an abusive cult leader and offers hope and freedom to those who have become
trapped in a religious cult. “This novel demonstrates the dark hold that many cult leaders have
on their followers today and shows how the truth, light, and power of God can break through
this darkness,” Melanie said.
The idea for this novel was sparked during the five months that Melanie and her family spent
living in the former East Germany. “As I visited Martin Luther’s Wittenberg and learned about
the Reformation,” she said, “a story began to form in my mind about Katharina von Bora’s
(Martin Luther’s wife) daring escape from a German abbey and the freedom she found in
Christ.”
-MORE-

Back in the States, Melanie met a woman who had been raised overseas in an abusive religious
cult. As her friend shared her stories and Melanie began researching cults, the initial idea about
Katharina’s freedom grew into a novel that exposes the corruption and spiritual abuse of cult
leaders as well as illustrates the balance of God’s grace with obedience and service to Him.
“My hope is that this story will offer healing to those who have been trapped by a toxic
religious group as well as compel other readers to be both sympathetic toward those who have
been born into a cult and intolerant of spiritual leaders who abuse their followers.”
An author and former corporate publicity manager at Focus on the Family, Melanie now lives
in Oregon with her husband and two adopted daughters, Karly and Kinzel. Her other novels
include Together for Good and Going for Broke.
More information about
www.melaniedobson.com.
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ISBN-13: 978-0825424434
ISBN-10: 0825424437
Product Categories: Fiction/Christian/Suspense

Suggested Media Questions:
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7)

Where did you get the inspiration for The Black Cloister?
Do you think readers will be surprised by this story?
What are the signs of a toxic religious group?
How do cult leaders attract followers?
Why don’t children who are born into cults leave when they become adults?
How can someone get out of a cult?
Where can former cult members turn for hope and healing?
###
Editor’s Note: For more information or to set up an interview about The Black Cloister,
contact Melanie Dobson at (818) 634-0286 or melanie@melaniedobson.com.
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